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Questions: 

 

1. Have you obtained or will you obtain legal advice on the 
implications of the repeal of section 52 on your business? Please 
outline any costs or budgets assigned for this purpose. 
As we represent photo libraries and agencies we have advised that they 
seek to obtain legal advice individually as our members represent a broad 
range of archives, from large organisations (with up to 100 million images) 
with a percentage of their collections that will be affected to small or micro 
businesses (with up to 30,000 images) who are specialist archives whose 
entire collections will be affected. Therefore the costs will vary across our 
membership. 
Having consulted with several in-house photo library legal representatives 
for this legislation, it is fair to say there has been a great deal of uncertainty 
as to the extent to which the repeal will affect members and precisely which 
types of 3D works would be considered as artistic, therefore estimating 
costs may not reflect the true picture. 
From a small sample however, those consulted said they would be seeking 
legal advice, although none were able to estimate the costs. One member 
offered £1-2,000 shared with other specialist libraries. 
One of our larger members estimated the initial legal advice coupled with 
the review of a sample of their collection at £5,000.  It pointed out, however, 
that the value of the legal advice is doubtful as it will be impossible – and 
unheard of – for legal advice to clear rights wholesale.   As mentioned 
above, establishing whether a particular work constitutes artistic work, and 
whether any copyright exceptions or defences may apply is meaningful only 
on a case by case basis.  
 

2. What type of action have you taken/will take to reduce the legal 
uncertainty of what items would be affected by the change in law? 
Please outline any costs. 
Our members viewpoints vary from considering indemnity insurance, to 
tightening contractual arrangements, providing clear guidelines to 
contributors, to removing content which appears to show substantial use of 
3D works. Further details on the range of measures that will be taken are 
mentioned in more detail in other questions.     
 

3. Should the UK Government provide non-statutory guidance, for 
example in the form of a “Copyright Notice”, on what items are likely 
to attract copyright as artistic works? If so, what are the factors that 
should be considered in this guidance? 
Overall our members were keen to see a guidance notice from the IPO, at 
the very least so they can advise their contributors and clients about Section 
52 in relation to 2D works, including providing a guidance on the types of 
works to consider and reference points where reliable information can be 
found about specific copyright protected designs (including visual examples) 
and specific designers (including date of death, if applicable, and contact 
details for clearances). For example, one member was uncertain, as 
differentiating the types of works affected would be very difficult, as 
mentioned in our response to Question 1 above. 
Another very important factor that we would like to see prominently featured 
in a Copyright Notice, is the availability of the various copyright exceptions 
that may apply, in particular how the incidental use exception will likely 



apply where inclusion of the artistic work is not essential for the object for 
which a photograph or other 2-D work is produced (Panini case) and an 
acknowledgement of how this particular exception is considerably wider in 
scope than the equivalent “accessory” exception in France (as we reliably 
understand is the case). 
 

4. If you wished to replace unlicensed copies in your current product 
range, which route are you more likely to take? Please explain why. 
N/A 
 

5. If you elect to source new products through new suppliers, what are 
the costs and benefits in a 6 month, 3 year and 5 year period? 
N/A 
 

6. The Government understands there are difficulties in developing 
commercially successful products, with only a small number of 
products being successful in the market. Do you think you would be 
able to replace products you believed were at risk of copyright 
infringement in a period of 6 months, 3 years or 5 years using one or 
more of these routes? 
N/A  
 

7. Are there any other difficulties (not discussed in this document) in 
responding to statutory change within a period of 6 months, 3 years 
and 5 years? 
From the sample members, many found the largest issue was in increase in 
business uncertainty in terms of not knowing which 3D designers may try to 
legally challenge the use of their products within a photograph, causing a 
chilling effect in using well-know 3D design pieces, and affecting businesses 
servicing media and news gathering organisations including businesses of 
our members.  
The case of Le Corbusier vs. Getty Images, in France, even without the 
details, has had a marked effect, particularly on specialist 
collections/libraries, to the point of rejecting images from collections with 
such well-known pieces. 
The other significant issue was calculating the cost to businesses - without 
understanding the extent of the impact it was difficult for members to 
evaluate and present costs. One other aspect was trying to differentiate 
between whether the use of a work would be seen as editorial or 
commercial use, an issue which has perplexed many in the creative sector 
during the Orphan Works consultation process. 
Many of our members distribute content through a network of international 
resellers. Some of those resellers have rights to distribute content in the UK. 
These are long-term agreements with detailed representations and 
warranties relating to the content offered under the agreements. 
Implementation in a short timeframe would most certainly affect these 
relationships and re-allocate risk in a manner inconsistent  with the bargain 
lawfully struck by the contracting parties. 
Finally, a short transition period of 6 months would be the most costly and 
risk-inducing for photographic agencies that have licensed images prior to 
the date of implementation where they have included warranties/indemnities 
as part of their standard licensing terms guaranteeing the safe use of the 
images. This is especially so for images licensed under a 'royalty-free' 
license model where, often, the photo agency guarantees that any 



necessary clearances will have been obtained for all commercial uses, in 
perpetuity. The “royalty-free” license model is increasing in popularity 
across the industry and, for some members, already accounts for a 
significant proportion of their archive. As one member commented, "Some 
of these licenses have already been purchased by many clients. To notify or 
recall and refund these licenses, and identify which images will be affected 
is an enormous and at the moment an unquantifiable task".  
The longer the transitional period, the greater the opportunity to evaluate 
the associated risk and the greater the chance that any client uses will have 
come to an end. Accordingly, a transition period of 5 years would provide a 
greater, albeit certainly not a complete, level of comfort.    
 
 

8. Will your business be able to absorb the costs of transition in a 
period of 6 months, 3 years and 5 years? Please explain why. 
Most respondents agreed that a transition period of 3-5 years would be 
preferable, as 6 months would be unrealistic in terms of time to assess their 
archives even from a small specialist collection size of 25-30,000 images. 
One respondent said, "Unequivocally, we would not be able to absorb any 
costs within 6 months. 5 years would be more cost effective based in the 
size of the collection, and 3 years would be the limit." Another said 
"Uncertain as prices have dropped so much. We would require training for 
ascertaining the need for clearance".   
 

9. What are the costs and benefits of allowing an indefinite transition 
period for items manufactured or imported before the change in law 
takes effect? 
N/A 
 

10. Do you agree it is unnecessary to exercise the powers under 
section 100 in order to give effect to Government policy? Please 
explain why. 
N/A 
 

11. Do you believe it is necessary to make express provisions to give 
effect to Government policy that the change in law will only apply to 
items that are manufactured or imported when and after the change in 
law takes effect? How should this be achieved? 
N/A 
 

12. If you wish to voluntarily establish a stock inventory system, what 
would be the costs of doing so? What would be the key factor for you 
in establishing such a voluntary stock inventory system? 
N/A 
 

13. Do you agree with this average timeframe for introducing new 
products and designs to the market? Please explain your views. 
N/A 
 

14. Assuming that you have known that section 52 of the CDPA was to 
be repealed since April 2013, would a transition period of 6 months, 3 
years or 5 years provide sufficient time for your business to introduce 
new designs to the market in order for your business to survive? 
N/A 



 

15. If you are a publisher, will a 6 month, 3 year or 5 year transition 
period be sufficient to factor in any licensing costs (if any) to 
development plans? 
Whilst our members are not publishers many of their clients are, with book 
publishers as one of the largest client sectors for photo libraries, the 
possible costs of either losses (cancelled projects or not using certain 
images) or incorporating costs of business over increased risk, will have a 
knock on effect.  
One collecting society was quoted as saying to a contributing photographer, 
"We are often told by publishers that creators of [visual] works should waive 
fees as their works are effectively being marketed by the publisher. We 
disagree". 
 

16. Will a period of 6 months, 3 years or 5 years be sufficient for 
museums to plan publication programmes, assess and mitigate 
impact on collections policies and planned exhibitions of artistic 
works that could have copyright revived? What are the costs  and 
benefits of doing so? 
BAPLA represents a number of museum picture libraries who will also be 
affected by the transition of this repeal. We support their submission to this 
consultation. 
 

17. Will a 6 month, 3 year or 5 year period provide sufficient time to 
review existing photographic archives, taking into account the factors 
listed above? What are the costs of doing so, and could these costs 
be recouped over such a period? 
As with Question 8, many of our members found it extremely hard to 
quantify the overall costs to their businesses, as many would have to 
assess their archives from the offset as well as look at several contingency 
plans once they had conducted a risk assessment. Most members offered a 
5 year plan from the date the repeal transition is announced, to give them 
time to employ and assess their collections and put procedures in place as 
well as plan for the loss of business they will encounter. 3 years was the 
limit, with many taking the bare minimum or most risk averse approach by  
simply culling those photographs in their collections that were substantial 
detail shots. This would incur higher losses but would counteract any 
likelihood of claims or clearance required. The cost of the repeal effect 
would be amplified significantly if a 6 months transition period was 
introduced, with many specialist libraries closing and specialist 
photographers in architecture and interior design struggling to make ends 
meet as more assignments become risk averse. One member attempted to 
sum up the possible costs of taking on staff to assess their archive, using 
the Impact Assessment analogy from the Orphan Works submissions to the 
IPO (page 16). "…it would take approx. 14 people the same amount of 
hours (3.5) over 3 years to check half of our collection and determine 
whether rights need to be cleared. We have less than 5 staff employed and 
could not afford to employ more people." 
Speaking with members, the factors many would have to consider are as 
follows, although this only a sample:   
- putting procedures and policies in place;  
- employing  and training staff with specialist technical expertise, if 
affordable (as one member stated, "Without training it is hard to assess a 
timescale" and another " To employ extra staff…on the average UK wage of 



£22,000 per year, requiring 3 years, it would cost £308,000 per year. This 
would simply not be commercially viable");  
- reviewing & revising business models such as licensing;  
- informing clients on copyright clearance;  
- revising contractual revisions & arrangements;  
- consider contingency & insurance plans to mitigate risks;  
- assessing percentage of archives affected;  
- photographer/contributor guidance notes and legal advice;  
- either bringing forward to cancelling planned shoots with clients (incl. costs 
incurred and loss of revenue).  
As one client stated, "5 years or longer, we work on books, some with 
academics that can take 3 - 5 years…One third of our collection will no 
longer be available. Because this one third will be strong graphic images, 
previously suited to book and magazine covers, it will cut our revenue by up 
to 50%".  
Many members have not yet started to undertake an assessment of their 
archives and the implied costs, in the main because they as yet don't know 
what 3D works will be affected and how substantial the uses have to be. 
Only until the Secretary of State announces when the transition period will 
start and what 3D works will be included will they act to review their 
collections. 
We need to point out that one of the key assumptions made in both the 
government’s Consultation paper and the associated Impact Assessment 
regarding the ease with which photographs containing artistic works can be 
identified and tagged is patently wrong. This assumptions reads: “Once the 
rights have been cleared for one item in a collection of digitised and tagged 
photography, the number of similar photos that will need to be reviewed 
should be reduced, thus lowering administration costs.” However, this is 
certainly not true in practice for a number of reasons. Firstly, items of 
furniture and the like are not normally tagged in royalty-free lifestyle shots 
as the tagging normally concentrates on the overall message being 
conveyed by the photograph. At most, the tagging would normally contain a 
generic description of any inanimate objects featured, not by reference to 
designer or manufacturer. Secondly, photo agencies usually receive images 
from various contributors with varying degrees of knowledge and 
understanding, from countries all around the world. Educating contributors 
and monitoring submissions from such a diverse range of sources is 
extremely challenging. Even taking a cautious approach of trying to avoid 
artistic works altogether is not fool-proof when taking shots of interiors, in 
either domestic or industrial settings. Finally, just because an artistic work 
might be identified and tagged in one photograph does not then mean it is 
easier to identify the same artistic work in other photographs, especially 
photographs that are already in circulation delivered to clients in different 
ways (e.g. on hard drive,  API, FTP feed, via DAM systems, etc) and at 
different stages of the licensing process (e.g. some clients might pre-license 
large pools of images as part of a subscription service or download high 
numbers of images before deciding much later which ones to actually use). 
Plus, at each stage of the production process there is a risk of metadata 
becoming detached. 
 

18. The Government has received evidence on costs and benefits of 
the proposed changes primarily from European-based designers and 
rights holders. What are the costs and benefits of the proposed 
change for copyright owners and designers based in the United 



Kingdom? 
When it comes to 2-D copies of 3-D artistic works, we fail to see any 
benefits whatsoever for copyright owners and designers based in the UK (or 
elsewhere), as such copies do not pose any kind of competitive threat and, 
indeed, may in fact be complementary to sales of the 3-D artistic works by 
providing added profile and awareness. Similarly, for photo agencies and 
their clients, it is hard to see any benefits and the costs outlined are much 
the same as above. One client outlined the issue clearly, "Without an 
extensive list of 3D design works which maybe affected, the increase in 
uncertainty about who would come forward to request permission for use, 
require a licence, or expect royalty fee payments is much greater". They 
cited two examples, "we previously had a request for payment for a detailed 
photograph of a handmade toy used for the cover of a gift card. We also 
had a fabric designer whose work featured in several photographs used for 
a magazine publication which they questioned as the publication didn't 
match the aesthetic of the brand". Both represent the issue of clearing 
permissions, one raises the issue of potential costs and the other the 
increased risk of reputation/moral rights. As the same member pointed out it 
is the breadth of new and revived 3D design works and what is an 'everyday 
item' that is of most concern.  
 

19. Please provide the benefits and costs for UK rights holders and 
designers if the implementation of the repeal of section 52 of the 
CDPA is delayed for a period of 6 months, 3 years or 5 years. 
For photographers and their representatives who are the rights 
holders of 2D works, all agree that 6 months would be untenable 
based on the smallest specialist library archive of 30,000 images 
up to assessing some of the largest library archives of approx. 80-
100 million images. Many favour 5 years transition as the revised 
their business models, whereas 3 years they would incur heavy 
costs but could just manage.  
 

20. What are the costs, if any, due to consumer confusion over a 
period of 6 months, 3 years and 5 years? 
N/A 
 

21. Do you believe the licensing provisions in place would allow 
affected businesses to seek and obtain licences if they wished to 
transition their business from trading in unlicensed copies to licensed 
copies? If adequate licensing provisions are not in place, do you see 
this developing in a 6 month, 3 year or 5 year period? 
N/A 
 

22. What are the benefits and costs of the current licensing provisions 
in place? How would you anticipate the development of licensing 
schemes for 3D artistic works in a 6 month, 3 year or 5 year period? 
N/A 
 

23. Are there any issues that have not been raised in this consultation 
document, or in the associated Impact Assessment that would have an 
impact on the proposed transition periods of 6 months, 3 years or 5 
years? If so, please provide information. 
Many members are concerned by the unintended consequences of the 
repeal placing both visual creators and publishers who promote the works of 



3D designers in a position of business uncertainty, which is hard to quantify 
when the potential range of works, whether new or revived, are unknown. 
Neither 2D creators nor publishers want to become a test case in UK law, 
and as one member commented "Design history will be edited."    
There is an assumption that the exception provisions may potentially be 
useful, but this can depend, inter alia, on defining 'fair dealing'. Whether the 
use is editorial or commercial can also play into this analysis. Another 
member pointed out that there is "the assumption that obtaining permission 
for use occurs once only, in our industry, because there is a broad diversity 
of uses - all commercial, but some identified as editorial, some as 
advertising/promotion, and some as products/packaging, etc, it means that 
permissions would have to be considered for each new use, everytime."   
Of most concern are 2D visual creators and representatives who are not 
aware of the repeal of Section 52 and the 3D works that will receive the full 
term of protection of 70 years after the death of the author. Therefore a 6 
months review would be highly impractical for our sector to prepare for the 
transition. A 3 year transition would mean significant revision of licensing 
models and abandoning possible book publications but by then many 
photographers and representatives would be in a reasonable and relative 
state, whereas a 5 year transition would enable most photographers and 
their representatives to fully embrace the changes, at least operationally.  
 

 
Do you have any other comments that might aid the consultation process as a whole? 

Please use this space for any general comments that you may have, comments on the layout of 
this consultation would also be welcomed. 
 

One member noted from a contributing photographer that whilst they were fully aware of the 
copyright changes in UK law on Orphan Works, they were not aware of Section 52 and how far it 
would extend. The point here is that for the photography sector, many of our members and 
contributing photographers have been affected by number of significant copyright changes over 
the last four years, since the Hargreaves Review, which affect them directly whether it is hearing 
about them and understanding the legal changes. Many still have questions over the copyright 
changes, are confused and uncertain about where to get advice - legal advice is not often an 
option as it is a costly undertaking. There are few who would be aware of the legal case in 
France between Le Corbusier vs. Getty Images, but many who would simply state that they do 
not photograph or hold images of interior design pieces, not realising the full extent. 
For 2D visual creators, Section 52 did not receive the same level of scrutiny in Parliament, 
therefore it did not receive the same level of attention from our sector. The Government needs to 
provide further clear notification and increase awareness to all 2D creators so they can prepare 
for the transition process.     
 
 

 

Thank you for taking the time to let us have your views. We do not intend to acknowledge receipt 
of individual responses unless you indicate below.  

Please acknowledge this reply  

Yes     No  



At the IPO we carry out our research on many different topics and consultations. As your views 
are valuable to us, would it be okay if we were to contact you again from time to time either for 
research or to send through consultation documents?  

Yes     No  
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